**OUTERWEAR**

**SUPPLEX® STEVENSON WEATHERSHIRT**
Retail $152.00 | Team $66.00 | Min. Order 6

- Orbital Shoulder Gusset™
- Upper back lined in Micro-Mesh
- Flannel lined lower back
- Open cape for ventilation
- Extended tuck tail
- Drawcord bottom opening with cordlock
- Side zipper back pocket
- Available in Solid and 2-Color combinations

**Styles**
- Knit cuffs and wind collar
  - Uni-colored option available at no cost
- Full Mesh: Full Weatherblock™ (closed back): $8
- Full Flannel: $6
- Elastic cuffs and self collar
  - Wind collar option available at no cost

**Optional Features**
- Rollaway hood: $6
- Pockets: Lined Muff: $6
- Lining: Full Mesh: $6
- Lining: Full Weatherblock™ (closed back): $8
- Full Flannel: $6
- Piping: $6

**GORE-TEX® QUEST WEATHERSHIRT**
Retail $191.00 | Team $90.00 | Min. Order 6

- Orbital Shoulder Gusset™
- Micro-Mesh upper lining and Micro-Mesh lining extended curved tuck tail with Velcro®
- Open cape for ventilation
- Lined rollaway hood
- Drawcord bottom opening with cordlock
- Front zipper pocket with storm flap
- Side zipper back pocket
- Velcro® cuff closure

**GORE-TEX® Styles**
- 9800 - Solid
- 9802 - 2-Color

**Windstopper® Styles**
- 9900X - Solid Color Supplex®
- 9902X - 2-Color Supplex®
- Supplex® Shell with full Windstopper® lining

**Optional Features**
- Self collar: $0
- Piping: $6

**SUPPLEX®® STEVENSON WEATHERSHIRT**
Retail $152.00 | Team $66.00 | Min. Order 6

- Orbital Shoulder Gusset™
- Upper back lined in Micro-Mesh
- Flannel lined lower back
- Open cape for ventilation
- Extended tuck tail
- Drawcord bottom opening with cordlock
- Side zipper back pocket
- Available in Solid and 2-Color combinations

**Styles**
- Knit cuffs and wind collar
  - Uni-colored option available at no cost
- Full Mesh: Full Weatherblock™ (closed back): $8
- Full Flannel: $6
- Elastic cuffs and self collar
  - Wind collar option available at no cost

**Optional Features**
- Rollaway hood: $6
- Pockets: Lined Muff: $6
- Lining: Full Mesh: $6
- Lining: Full Weatherblock™ (closed back): $8
- Full Flannel: $6
- Piping: $6

**GORE-TEX® QUEST WEATHERSHIRT**
Retail $191.00 | Team $90.00 | Min. Order 6

- Orbital Shoulder Gusset™
- Micro-Mesh upper lining and Supplex® lined extended curved tuck tail with Velcro®
- Open cape for ventilation
- Lined rollaway hood
- Drawcord bottom opening with cordlock
- Front zipper pocket with storm flap
- Side zipper back pocket
- Velcro® cuff closure

**GORE-TEX® Styles**
- 9800 - Solid
- 9802 - 2-Color

**Windstopper® Styles**
- 9900X - Solid Color Supplex®
- 9902X - 2-Color Supplex®
- Supplex® Shell with full Windstopper® lining

**Optional Features**
- Self collar: $0
- Piping: $6

**HELIX RIO-LITE SHELL**
Retail $90.00 | Team $45.00 | Min. Order 6

- Engineered for rowers to provide lightweight, water resistant protection and unmatched freedom of movement
- Lean, minimalist design
- Unlined and packable
- Concealed, vertical zip water-bottle pocket in back
- Cuffs and hem bound with stretch knit for easy on/off
- Stretch side panels and expansion pleats provide additional 8” of freedom of movement across the back

**Style**
2755

See page 33 for color and trim selections.
OUTERWEAR

MEN’S & WOMEN’S SOFT SHELL EQUINOX JACKET
Retail $178.00 | Team $89.00 Min. Order 6
Adult XS-5XL | Stock (ST) S-3XL
Women’s XS-5XL | Stock (ST) S-2XL
- Raglan styling with feminine seam detailing
- Two front in-seam concealed zippered pockets
- Zippered left chest pocket
- Zipper garage at top neck for added comfort
- Velcro® elastic cuff closure
- Inside media pocket with headphone loop
- Drop tail
- Stock colors: Black, Navy & Graphite
Styles
2410 - Men’s
2415 - Women’s
Optional Features
- Sublimated B panel: $8
- Min. order of 24 for outerwear Sublimation

MEN’S & WOMEN’S SOFT SHELL EQUINOX VEST
Retail Price $138.00 | Team Price $69.00 Min. Order 6
Adult XS-5XL | Women’s XS-3XL
- Modern seam detailing
- Two front inseam concealed zippered pockets
- Zippered left chest pocket
- Zipper garage at top neck for added comfort
- Inside media pocket with headphone loop
- Drop tail
- Women’s style has feminine seam detailing
Styles
1410 - Men’s
1415 - Women’s
Optional Features
- Sublimated B panel: $8
- Min. order of 24 for outerwear Sublimation

MEN’S HORIZON STRETCHLITE™ HALF-ZIP PULLOVER
Retail $158.00 | Team $69.00 Min. Order 6
Adult XS-4XL
- Half-zip closure with 2 exposed zipped slash front pockets
- Contrast slashes of color at side seam, shoulder and collar
- Flat front cuff with back elastic
Style
350

MEN’S & WOMEN’S SUPPLEX® REVERSIBLE VEST
Retail Price $106.00 | Team Price $53.00 Min. Order 6
Adult XS-5XL | Women’s XS-3XL
- One side Supplex®
- One side Sport Fleece
- Slash zip pockets on both sides
- New fit
- Women’s style has flattering feminine shape
Styles
1425 - Men’s
1421 - Women’s
- Supplex® & Sport Fleece

Available with no minimums. Easy re-order and rapid delivery.